Hunger Games Book Series Free Download
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this hunger games book series
free download by online. You might not require more epoch to spend to go to the books instigation as
competently as search for them. In some cases, you likewise accomplish not discover the pronouncement
hunger games book series free download that you are looking for. It will no question squander the time.
However below, gone you visit this web page, it will be hence deﬁnitely easy to acquire as capably as
download lead hunger games book series free download
It will not agree to many time as we run by before. You can complete it though take eﬀect something
else at home and even in your workplace. as a result easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what
we pay for below as competently as evaluation hunger games book series free download what you
considering to read!

Pride of Baghdad Brian K. Vaughan 2006 Inspired by true events, a graphic novel examines life on the
streets of war-torn Iraq, raising questions about the meaning of liberation through the experiences of four
lions who escaped from the Baghdad Zoo during a raid.
Room Emma Donoghue 2017-05-07 Kidnapped as a teenage girl, Ma has been locked inside a purpose
built room in her captor's garden for seven years. Her ﬁve year old son, Jack, has no concept of the world
outside and happily exists inside Room with the help of Ma's games and his vivid imagination where
objects like Rug, Lamp and TV are his only friends. But for Ma the time has come to escape and face their
biggest challenge to date: the world outside Room.
The Hunger Pains The Harvard Lampoon 2012-02-07 The hilarious instant New York Times bestseller, The
Hunger Pains is a loving parody of the dystopian YA novel and ﬁlm, The Hunger Games. Winning means
wealth, fame, and a life of therapy losing means death, but also fame! This is The Hunger Pains. When
Kantkiss Neverclean replaces her sister as a contestant on the Hunger Games—the second-highest-rated
reality TV show in Peaceland, behind Extreme Home Makeover—she has no idea what to expect. Having
lived her entire life in the telemarketing district’s worst neighborhood, the Crack, Kantkiss feels
unprepared to ﬁght to the death while simultaneously winking and looking adorable for the cameras. But
when her survival rests on choosing between the dreamy hunk from home, Carol Handsomestein, or the
doughy klutz, Pita Malarkey, Kantkiss discovers that the toughest conﬂicts may not be found on the
battleﬁeld but in her own heart . . . which is unfortunately on a battleﬁeld.
The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (A Hunger Games Novel) Suzanne Collins 2020-05-19 Ambition will
fuel him. Competition will drive him. But power has its price. It is the morning of the reaping that will kick
oﬀ the tenth annual Hunger Games. In the Capitol, eighteen-year-old Coriolanus Snow is preparing for his
one shot at glory as a mentor in the Games. The once-mighty house of Snow has fallen on hard times, its
fate hanging on the slender chance that Coriolanus will be able to outcharm, outwit, and outmaneuver
his fellow students to mentor the winning tribute. The odds are against him. He's been given the
humiliating assignment of mentoring the female tribute from District 12, the lowest of the low. Their fates
are now completely intertwined - every choice Coriolanus makes could lead to favor or failure, triumph or
ruin. Inside the arena, it will be a ﬁght to the death. Outside the arena, Coriolanus starts to feel for his
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doomed tribute . . . and must weigh his need to follow the rules against his desire to survive no matter
what it takes.
Gregor the Overlander Suzanne Collins 2014-03-06 When eleven-year-old Gregor falls through a grate in
the laundry room of his apartment building, he hurtles into the dark Underland, where spiders, rats and
giant cockroaches coexist uneasily with humans. This world is on the brink of war, and Gregor's arrival is
no accident. Gregor has a vital role to play in the Underland's uncertain future.
Living Dead in Dallas Charlaine Harris 2002-03-26 The second novel in #1 New York Times bestselling
author Charlaine Harris’s “addictively entertaining” (Locus) Sookie Stackhouse series—the inspiration for
the HBO® original series True Blood. Even though Sookie has her own vampire to look out for her—her
red-hot, cold-blooded boyfriend, Bill Compton—she has to admit that the bloodsuckers did save her life.
So when one of the local Undead asks the cocktail waitress for a favor, she feels like she owes them.
Soon, Sookie’s in Dallas using her telepathic skills to search for a missing vampire. She’s supposed to
interview certain humans involved. There’s just one condition: The vampires must promise to
behave—and let the humans go unharmed. Easier said than done. All it takes is one delicious blonde and
one small mistake for things to turn deadly...
Hunger Games 4-Book Hardcover Box Set (the Hunger Games, Catching Fire, Mockingjay, the
Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes) Suzanne Collins 2020-10-06 This beautiful hardcover box set
includes all three books in Suzanne Collins's internationally bestselling Hunger Games trilogy together
with The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes. In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the
nation of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the districts
in line by forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to
participate in the annual Hunger Games, a ﬁght to the death on live TV... And the odds are against all
who play. With all four of Suzanne Collins's Hunger Games novels in one box set, you can step into the
world of Panem with the 10th annual Hunger Games, and continue all the way to the electrifying
conclusion.
Lab Girl Hope Jahren 2016-04-05 National Bestseller Winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for
Autobiography A New York Times Notable Book Geobiologist Hope Jahren has spent her life studying
trees, ﬂowers, seeds, and soil. Lab Girl is her revelatory treatise on plant life—but it is also a celebration
of the lifelong curiosity, humility, and passion that drive every scientist. In these pages, Hope takes us
back to her Minnesota childhood, where she spent hours in unfettered play in her father’s college
laboratory. She tells us how she found a sanctuary in science, learning to perform lab work “with both the
heart and the hands.” She introduces us to Bill, her brilliant, eccentric lab manager. And she extends the
mantle of scientist to each one of her readers, inviting us to join her in observing and protecting our
environment. Warm, luminous, compulsively readable, Lab Girl vividly demonstrates the mountains that
we can move when love and work come together. Winner of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science/Subaru Science Books & Film Prize for Excellence in Science Books Finalist for
the PEN/E.O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award One of the Best Books of the Year: The Washington
Post, TIME.com, NPR, Slate, Entertainment Weekly, Newsday, Minneapolis Star Tribune, Kirkus Reviews
God of the Sun Kimberly Loth 2021-12-16 A prince from the dark side shows up at my doorstep with one
question. Will I be his bride? I have many, many reasons to say no. The prince comes from a land of
barbarians. I will never again see the sun. It is a certain death sentence. At ﬁrst, it seems that I have a
choice. But I discover that if I say no, Thousands will die. All of those lives hang on my answer to that one
simple question. Will I say yes or will I say no?
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Mockingjay (Hunger Games, Book Three) Suzanne Collins 2010-08-24 The greatly anticipated ﬁnal book
in the New York Times bestselling Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins.
Chain Reaction Simone Elkeles 2015-01-06 When he returns to Illinois and the gang culture on the south
side of Fairﬁeld after six years in Colorado, Luis Fuentes falls for a girl and enters a dark world after
learning some disturbing news about his family.
Approaching the Hunger Games Trilogy Tom Henthorne 2012-07-12 This book addresses Suzanne
Collins’s work from a number of literary and cultural perspectives in an eﬀort to better understand both
its signiﬁcance and its appeal. It takes an interdisciplinary approach to the Hunger Games trilogy,
drawing from literary studies, psychology, gender studies, media studies, philosophy, and cultural
studies. An analytical rather than evaluative work, it dispenses with extended theoretical discussions and
academic jargon. Assuming that readers are familiar with the entire trilogy, the book also avoids plot
summary and character analysis, instead focusing on the signiﬁcance of the story and its characters. It
includes a biographical essay, glossaries, questions for further study, and an extensive bibliography.
Instructors considering this book for use in a course may request an examination copy here.
The Hunger Games: Special Edition Suzanne Collins 2018-10-30 This Special Edition of The Hunger
Games includes the most extensive interview Suzanne Collins has given since the publication of The
Hunger Games; an absorbing behind-the-scenes look at the creation of the series; an engaging archival
conversation between Suzanne Collins and YA legend Walter Dean Myers on writing about war; and a
timeline of highlights from the ﬁrst ten years of The Hunger Games. The Special Edition answers many
questions fans have had over the years, and gives great insight into the creation of this era-deﬁning
work. In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a shining Capitol
surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol is harsh and cruel and keeps the districts in line by
forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in
the annual Hunger Games, a ﬁght to the death on live TV. Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it
as a dea
The Hunger Games Trilogy Suzanne Collins 2011-05-01 The stunning Hunger Games trilogy is complete!
The extraordinary, ground breaking New York Times bestsellers The Hunger Games and Catching Fire,
along with the third book in The Hunger Games trilogy by Suzanne Collins, Mockingjay, are available for
the ﬁrst time ever in e-book. Stunning, gripping, and powerful.
Save the Cat! Writes a Novel Jessica Brody 2018-10-09 The ﬁrst novel-writing guide from the bestselling Save the Cat! story-structure series, which reveals the 15 essential plot points needed to make
any novel a success. Novelist Jessica Brody presents a comprehensive story-structure guide for novelists
that applies the famed Save the Cat! screenwriting methodology to the world of novel writing. Revealing
the 15 "beats" (plot points) that comprise a successful story--from the opening image to the ﬁnale--this
book lays out the Ten Story Genres (Monster in the House; Whydunit; Dude with a Problem) alongside
quirky, original insights (Save the Cat; Shard of Glass) to help novelists craft a plot that will captivate-and a novel that will sell.
The Hunger Games Suzanne Collins 2011-12 The second book in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES
trilogy. After winning the brutal Hunger Games, Katniss and Peeta return to their district, hoping for a
peaceful future. But their victory has caused rebellion to break out ... and the Capitol has decided that
someone must pay. As Katniss and Peeta are forced to visit the districts on the Capitol's Victory Tour, the
stakes are higher than ever. Unless they can convince the world that they are still lost in their love for
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each other, the consequences will be horrifying. Then comes the cruellest twist: the contestants for the
next Hunger Games are announced, and Katniss and Peeta are forced into the arena once more.
The Hunger Games (Hunger Games, Book One) Suzanne Collins 2009-09-01 This Special Edition of The
Hunger Games includes the most extensive interview Suzanne Collins has given since the publication of
The Hunger Games; an absorbing behind-the-scenes look at the creation of the series; and an engaging
archival conversation between Suzanne Collins and YA legend Walter Dean Myers on writing about war.
The Special Edition answers many questions fans have had over the years, and gives great insight into
the creation of this era-deﬁning work. In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation
of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the districts in line
by forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate
in the annual Hunger Games, a ﬁght to the death on live TV.Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it
as a death sentence when she steps forward to take her sister's place in the Games. But Katniss has
been close to death before-and survival, for her, is second nature. Still, if she is to win, she will have to
start making choices that weigh survival against humanity and life against love.
Catching Fire (Hunger Games, Book Two) Suzanne Collins 2010-06-01 The second book in Suzanne
Collins's phenomenal and worldwide bestselling Hunger Games trilogy.
Jennifer Lawrence Nadia Higgins 2017-01-01 Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional
narration and sentence highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience! You may know that Jennifer
Lawrence stars as courageous Katniss Everdeen in The Hunger Games ﬁlms. But did you know that
Jennifer: • grew up on a Kentucky horse farm? •had to learn to skin a squirrel for her role in Winter's
Bone? (Eeeew!) • read all three Hunger Games books in four days—before she even knew she'd be
playing Katniss? Want to know more about the life of this talented celebrity? Read on to learn all about
Jen's childhood, family, rise to stardom, likes and dislikes, romantic life, and more!
How to Survive The Hunger Games Lois H. Gresh 2012-03-06 Katniss Everdeen operates in survival
mode on a daily basis. How to Survive The Hunger Games explores how Katniss's childhood experience,
combined with her survival instinct, makes her the ultimate opponent in The Hunger Games. How to
Survive The Hunger Games is a chapter taken straight from The Hunger Games Companion, the ultimate
companion guide to the blockbuster Hunger Games trilogy—this book is not authorized by Suzanne
Collins, Scholastic Press or anyone involved in the Hunger Games movie. Also included in this eBook is a
sneak 80-page preview of THE HUNT, an all-new novel that today's hottest authors are raving about! THE
HUNT is coming May 2012. EARLY PRAISE FOR THE HUNT "One of the most brilliant, original books I've
read in a very long time. Andrew Fukuda has created a vision of the world both terrifying and fascinating.
This is the kind of book you'll want to stay up all night to ﬁnish!" —Richelle Mead, #1 bestselling author
of the Vampire Academy Series "With razor-sharp prose, a genius plot, and a searing pace that will have
you ripping through the pages, Fukuda creates a dark and savage post-apocalyptic world where vampires
are evil, humans are nearly extinct and love manages to bloom despite all the odds stacked against it. An
exceptional novel—I can't wait for the sequel!" —Alyson Noël, #1 bestselling author of the Immortals
Series "Chilling, inventive, and utterly unputdownable, The Hunt masterfully dances between horror and
dystopian. Readers, proceed...if you dare. This book will bleed into your nightmares." —Becca Fitzpatrick,
bestselling author of the Hush, Hush Saga "A book that grabs you by the throat and doesn't let go. The
Hunt is both terrifying and sublime, with every page evoking that fragile, yet unyielding thing we call
humanity." —Andrea Cremer, bestselling author of The Nightshade Trilogy
The Hunger Games Suzanne Collins 2012 First in the ground-breaking HUNGER GAMES trilogy, this new
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foiled edition of THE HUNGER GAMES is available for a limited period of time. Set in a dark vision of the
near future, a terrifying reality TV show is taking place. Twelve boys and twelve girls are forced to appear
in a live event called The Hunger Games. There is only one rule: kill or be killed. When sixteen-year-old
Katniss Everdeen steps forward to take her younger sister's place in the games, she sees it as a death
sentence. But Katniss has been close to death before. For her, survival is second nature.
The Hunger Games: An Instructional Guide for Literature Charles Aracich 2016-07-01 The Hunger
Games: An Instructional Guide for Literature provides lesson plans and activities for this popular Young
Adult ﬁction novel. This valuable resource guides teachers with ways to add rigor with complex literature.
Text-dependent questions help students analyze the text with higher-order thinking skills, with lessons
focused on story elements, vocabulary, and more. Close reading activities throughout the literature units
encourages students to use textual evidence as they revisit passages to respond more critically. With
various methods of assessing comprehension, this instructional guide oﬀers strategies for cross-curricular
activities as students build a greater understanding of this great literary work.
Josh Hutcherson Jody Jensen Shaﬀer 2013 Highlights the life and accomplishments of an American actor
who is famous for his role as Peeta Mellark in "The Hunger Games."
The Unoﬃcial Hunger Games Cookbook Emily Ansara Baines 2011-11-01 "Here's some advice. Stay
alive." --Haymitch Abernathy When it comes to The Hunger Games, staying alive means ﬁnding food any
way possible. Katniss and Gale hunt live game, Peeta's family survives on the bread they make, and the
inhabitants of the Seam work twelve-hour days for a few handfuls of grain--all while the residents of the
Capitol gorge themselves on delicacies and desserts to the heart's desire. For the ﬁrst time, you will be
able to create delicious recipes from the humble District 12 to the extravagant Capital, including: French
Bread from the Mellark Family Bakery Katniss's Favorite Lamb Stew with Dried Plums Rue's Roasted
Parsnips Gale's Bone-Pickin' Big Game Soup Capitol-Grade Dark Chocolate Cake If you're starving for
more from Katniss, Peeta, and Gale, this cookbook is sure to whet your appetite!
Nineteen Eighty-Four George Orwell 2021-01-09 "Nineteen Eighty-Four: A Novel", often published as
"1984", is a dystopian social science ﬁction novel by English novelist George Orwell. It was published on
8 June 1949 by Secker & Warburg as Orwell's ninth and ﬁnal book completed in his lifetime. Thematically,
"Nineteen Eighty-Four" centres on the consequences of totalitarianism, mass surveillance, and repressive
regimentation of persons and behaviours within society. Orwell, himself a democratic socialist, modelled
the authoritarian government in the novel after Stalinist Russia. More broadly, the novel examines the
role of truth and facts within politics and the ways in which they are manipulated. The story takes place
in an imagined future, the year 1984, when much of the world has fallen victim to perpetual war,
omnipresent government surveillance, historical negationism, and propaganda. Great Britain, known as
Airstrip One, has become a province of a totalitarian superstate named Oceania that is ruled by the Party
who employ the Thought Police to persecute individuality and independent thinking. Big Brother, the
leader of the Party, enjoys an intense cult of personality despite the fact that he may not even exist. The
protagonist, Winston Smith, is a diligent and skillful rank-and-ﬁle worker and Outer Party member who
secretly hates the Party and dreams of rebellion. He enters into a forbidden relationship with a colleague,
Julia, and starts to remember what life was like before the Party came to power.
The Hunger Games Companion Lois H. Gresh 2011-11-08 The ultimate companion guide to the
blockbuster Hunger Games trilogy For all those who adore Katniss and Peeta, and can't get enough, this
companion guide to the wildly popular Hunger Games series is a must-read and a terriﬁc gift. Go deeper
into the post-apocalyptic world created by Suzanne Collins than you ever thought possible—an
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alternative future where boys and girls are chosen from twelve districts to compete in "The Hunger
Games," a televised ﬁght-to-the-death. When sixteen-year-old Katniss learns that her little sister has
been chosen, Kat steps up to ﬁght in her place—and the games begin. This unauthorized guide takes the
reader behind the stage. The Hunger Games Companion includes fascinating background facts about the
action in all three books, a revealing biography of the author, and amazing insights into the series' main
themes and features--from the nature of evil, to weaponry and rebellions, to surviving the end of the
world. It's everything fans have been hungering for since the very ﬁrst book! This book is not authorized
by Suzanne Collins, Scholastic Press or anyone involved in the Hunger Games movie.
The Hunger Games Oﬃcial Illustrated Movie Companion Kate Egan 2012-03-24 Go behind the
scenes of the making of THE HUNGER GAMES with exclusive images and interviews. From the
screenwriting process to the casting decisions to the elaborate sets and costumes to the actors'
performances and directors' vision, this is the deﬁnitive companion to the breathtaking movie.
The Unoﬃcial Recipes of The Hunger Games Suzanne Collins 2012 "This publication is unoﬃcial and
unauthorized. It has not been prepared, licensed, approved, authorized or endorsed by Suzanne Collins,
her publishers, or Lionsgate Entertainment Corporation"--Cover.
Stay Alive Michael Harris 2021-04-30 When The Hunger Games series began in 2008, many
commentators lumped it in with other young adult genre ﬁction. But The Hunger Games was always
more political. It’s since become the deﬁning story for a generation that’s grown up with economic crisis
and never ending war. An uber-rich ruling class gorge themselves in their gleaming high-tech Capitol,
while working people are left behind to survive in exploited districts. Revolution is a forgotten hope kept
at bay by brutal policing, aching poverty, and rigid class segregation. Suzanne Collins' dark vision has
only become more relevant as The Hunger Games generation are thrown into an arena of increasingly
brutal competition from which it seems like there is no escape, amid the climate crisis, global pandemics,
rampant inequality, authoritarianism, media misinformation, and violence and cruelty as TV spectacle.
It's no wonder the story continues to resonate. Stay Alive uses the story to shed light on our own age of
extreme inequalities and climate collapse, in which elites use state power, compliant media, and violent
spectacle to pacify their populations. The elite endgame is leading us towards our own version of Panem,
an authoritarian state order we’ll call Capitolism. The world is catching ﬁre. Elites have no intention of
burning with us. And yet there is hope, which Michael Harris ﬁnds for his readers in revolution and radical
solidarity, in the anti-authoritarian, empathetic, cooperative politics of a generation that has no choice
but to rebel.
Lecture Notes on Classical Mechanics (a Work in Progress) Daniel Arovas 2014-12-16 Lecture
Notes on Classical Mechanics (A Work in Progress)By Daniel Arovas
The Girl Who Was on Fire (Movie Edition) Leah Wilson 2012-01-17 Includes 3 brand new essays on Gale,
the Games, and Mockingjay! **Already read the ﬁrst edition of The Girl Who Was on Fire? Look for The
Girl Who Was on Fire - Booster Pack to get just the three new essays and the extra movie content.**
Katniss Everdeen's adventures may have come to an end, but her story continues to blaze in the hearts
of millions worldwide. In The Girl Who Was on Fire - Movie Edition, sixteen YA authors take you back to
the world of the Hunger Games with moving, dark, and funny pieces on Katniss, the Games, Gale and
Peeta, reality TV, survival, and more. From the trilogy's darker themes of violence and social control to
fashion and weaponry, the collection's exploration of the Hunger Games reveals exactly how rich, and
how perilous, Panem, and the series, really is. • How does the way the Games aﬀect the brain explain
Haymitch's drinking, Annie's distraction, and Wiress' speech problems? • What does the rebellion have in
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common with the War on Terror? • Why isn't the answer to “Peeta or Gale?" as interesting as the
question itself? • What should Panem have learned from the fates of other hedonistic societies
throughout history—and what can we? CONTRIBUTORS: Jennifer Lynn Barnes, Mary Borsellino, Sarah
Rees Brennan, Terri Clark, Bree Despain, Adrienne Kress, Sarah Darer Littman, Cara Lockwood, Elizabeth
M. Rees, Carrie Ryan, Ned Vizzini, Lili Wilkinson, Blythe Woolston, Diana Peterfreund (NEW), Brent
Hartinger (NEW), Jackson Pearce (NEW)
Hunger Games 4-Book Digital Collection (The Hunger Games, Catching Fire, Mockingjay, The
Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes) Suzanne Collins 2020-10-06 This digital collection includes all three
books in Suzanne Collins's internationally bestselling Hunger Games trilogy together with The Ballad of
Songbirds and Snakes. In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of Panem, a
shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the districts in line by forcing
them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and eighteen to participate in the
annual Hunger Games, a ﬁght to the death on live TV...And the odds are against all who play.With all four
of Suzanne Collins's Hunger Games novels in one digital collection, you can step into the world of Panem
with the 10th annual Hunger Games, and continue all the way to the electrifying conclusion.
Half Bad Sally Green 2014 In modern-day England, where witches live alongside humans, Nathan, son of
a White witch and the most powerful Black witch, must escape captivity before his seventeenth birthday
and receive the gifts that will determine his future.
Jennifer Lawrence Katherine Krohn 2012-02-01 On March 17, 2011, social media channels buzzed with
excitement. Fans of The Hunger Games had hotly debated which actors would bring their beloved
characters to life in the upcoming movie. The movie's director, Gary Ross, had ﬁnally selected the lead
character, Katniss. His pick: Jennifer Lawrence. Jennifer started acting professionally in 2004 at age
fourteen. But she quickly proved her major talent. For the 2008 movie The Burning Plain, she earned a
best new young actress award at the Venice Film Festival. And for her performance in the 2010 movie
Winter's Bone, Jennifer received nominations for both a Golden Globe and an Academy Award. The
Hunger Games 's author, Suzanne Collins, celebrated the selection of Katniss. "I never thought we'd ﬁnd
somebody this amazing for the role," she said. And Jennifer-who is a huge fan of the books-was thrilled to
play such a complex character. Did she pull it oﬀ? Fans will be the judge!
The Hunger Games Complete Trilogy Suzanne Collins 2013-10-03 Set in a dark vision of the near
future, a terrifying reality TV show is taking place. Twelve boys and twelve girls are forced to appear in a
live event called The Hunger Games. There is only one rule: kill or be killed. When sixteen-year-old
Katniss Everdeen steps forward to take her younger sister's place in the games, she sees it as a death
sentence. But Katniss has been close to death before. For her, survival is second nature.
The Testing Joelle Charbonneau 2013 Sixteen-year-old Malencia (Cia) Vale is chosen to participate in The
Testing to attend the University; however, Cia is fearful when she ﬁgures out her friends who do not pass
The Testing are disappearing. 100,000 ﬁrst printing.
The Hunger Games 2015
Year of the Jungle: Memories from the Home Front Suzanne Collins 2013-08-27 NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author Suzanne Collins has created a deeply moving autobiographical picture book about a
father who must go oﬀ to the war in Vietnam -- and the daughter who stays behind.When young Suzy's
father leaves for Vietnam, she struggles to understand what this means for her and her family. What is
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the jungle like? Will her father be safe? When will he return? The months slip by, marked by the passing
of the familiar holidays and the postcards that her father sends. With each one, he feels more and more
distant, until Suzy isn't sure she'd even recognize her father anymore.This heartfelt and accessible
picture book by Suzanne Collins, the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of the Hunger Games series, is
accompanied by James Proimos's sweet and funny illustrations. This picture book will speak to any child
who has had to spend time away from a parent.
The Hunger Games Suzanne Collins 2008 In a future North America, where the rulers of Panem maintain
control through an annual televised survival competition pitting young people from each of the twelve
districts against one another, sixteen-year-old Katniss's skills are put to the test when she voluntarily
takes her younger sister's place.
The World of the Hunger Games Kate Egan 2012-03-23 The deﬁnitive, richly illustrated, full-color guide to
all the districts of Panem, all the participants in the Hunger Games, and the life and home of Katniss
Everdeen.Welcome to Panem, the world of the Hunger Games. This is the deﬁnitive, richly illustrated, fullcolor guide to all the districts of Panem, all the participants in The Hunger Games, and the life and home
of Katniss Everdeen. A must-have for fans of both The Hunger Games novels and the new Hunger Games
ﬁlm.
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